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According to Krickmann, in general, researchers have mostly analyzed animals either observing the relations between proverbs and fables or while discussing references to agriculture and veterinary in proverbs [3]. As for the proverbs to be studied, being collected from lex-...
inspirational, wise, and humorous identity quotes and identity sayings. William Shakespeare. “Perhaps it’s impossible to wear an identity without becoming what you pretend to be. Orson Scott Card. “We can spend our lives letting the world tell us who we are. Domestic Animals and Wild Animals as Symbols and Referents in Proverbs. Proverbia, No. 11, pp. 286–288. Sharb. = We propose a typological classification for identifying each species based on specific anatomical features and contend that their inclusion in the social sphere was a way of constructing and reinforcing memory and identity by [Show full abstract] objectifying strategies of integrating landscapes and life experiences related to these animals. Read more. Chapter.